
Genetics  

Introduction:   

History:  

 Archaeological evidence suggests an early appearance of inheritance 

o Hippocrates and Aristotle had views on hereditary 

o Generative power of semen resided in its vital heat that cooked menstrual blood 

to form offspring 

o Other theories 

o Preformation- sex cells contain a miniature adult 

o Epigenesis- an org arises from an egg that differentiates into adult structures 

during embryogenesis (as opposed to preformation) 

 Genetics and genes 

o Study of inherited traits 

o Inherited traits determined by elements of heredity- genes (DNA) 

o Genes are segments of DNA molecule DNA is molecule of heredity  

o Most traits affected by multiple genes polygenetic traits, e.g. height- no 

dominant/recessive form  

 Mendelian genetics- one gene, one trait 

o Most characters/traits determined by a specific set of genes that interact with 

each other and the environment, e.g. milk production, egg laying, fingerprints 

 History 

o Mendel discovered factors Frediech Miescher discovers DNA (recognised as 

weak acid in WBCs) deoxyribonucleic acid chromosomes in nucleus under 

microscope (didn’t know composition) initial evidence for gene/chromosome 

relationship= chromosome no. constant within species but different between 

species 

 Proteins as genetic material 

o Proteins far more diverse than DNA so assumed it was proteins that must have 

been genetic material 

o Series of exp’s provided evidence that DNA was hereditary material 

 No known exceptions that DNA is genetic material for a few viruses RNA is genetic 

material 

DNA structure:  

 Double helix 

o Watson and Crick discovered 3D structure of DNA 

o Molecular structure of DNA is double helix comprised of a linear sequence of 

paired nucleotide bases and a sugar phosphate backbone 

o Nucleotides= building blocks= phosphate + sugar (5C deoxyribose) + base 

(adenine, thymine, cytosine, guanine) 

o 2 types of nitrogen containing bases 

 Purines- A and G (double ring) 



 Pyrimidines- C and T (single ring) 

o Pairing between nucleotides of double helix is complementary- adenine pairs with 

thymine, guanine pairs with cytosine 

o Each DNA strand has polarity= directionality 

o Paired strands are oriented in opposite directions= antiparallel 

o  
 3rd sugar = 3’ end 

 Hydrogen bonds holding bases together relatively weak, allow 

experiments, will pair back (A-T, C-G) 

DNA replication:  

 H bonds break, strands separate 

 Each parental strand serves as a template for the production of a complementary 

daughter strand 

 Order of DNA bases is specified by base pairing rules= A-T, C-G 

  

Enzymes:  

 Proteins coded by genes, biological catalysts essential for metabolic activities in the cell 

 Polypeptide= a chain of linked amino acids  

 Conventions 

o Gene names in italics, gene products are not 

o I.e., gene PAH on long arm of chrome 12 encodes the enzyme phenyalanine 

hydroxylase (PAH)  

Central dogma:  

 DNA codes for RNA= transcription 



 RNA codes for protein= translation 

 DNA is informational molecule which specifies the structure of proteins using RNA 

intermediate 

 RNA transmits the genetic info in DNA as a genetic code in translation 

Transcription:  

 Production of RNA strand that is complementary in base sequence to a DNA strand= 

messenger RNA (mRNA) 

 RNA contains the base uracil (U) instead of T 

 RNA is systhesised from template DNA following strand separation of double helix 

o  
 DNA vs. RNA (ribonucleic acid) 

o DNA sugar= deoxyribose, RNA sugar= ribose 

o RNA contains pyrimidine uracil (U) in place of T 

o DNA double stranded, RNA single stranded 

Translation:  

 mRNA contains genetic code in triplet base codons that specify the sequence of amino 

acids in proteins 

 Transfer RNAs (tRNA) contain triplet base sequences (anticodons) which are 

complementary to codon sequences in mRNA and position amino acids during 

translation 

 Translation- a cell interprets a series of codons along a mRNA molecule 

 tRNA transfers amino acids from cytoplasms pool to a ribosome 

 Ribosome adds each AA carried by tRNA to the growing end of the polypeptide chain 

 In the triplet code, 3 consecutive bases specify an AA, creating 43 (64) possible code 

words 

 The genetic instructions for a PP chain are written in DNA as a series of 3 nucleotide 

words 

 Translation results in synthesis of a PP chain composed of a linear chain of AAs whose 

order is specified by the sequence of codons in mRNA 

 Translation occurs at the ribosomes which contain several types of ribosomal RNA 

(rRNA) 

 Once a protein is made, its action or location in a cell plays a role in producing a 

phenotype 

 During translation, blocks of 3 nucleotides (codons) are decoded into a sequence of AAs 


